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ArcSys Hot Tip
Once a month, make a
backup copy of your data
base on to a flash drive.
These drives are now
available in 8GB sizes—
which is huge by our
standards. Go to the
folder on your server
where the backups are
kept. Look for the most
recent *.vtf file. Right
click, click on copy. Insert your flash drive.
Wait for the message to
appear about opening
the folder to view. Right
click, click paste. It
could several minutes to
copy the file.

Salt Lake City
By Mike Archuleta

I'm sitting in a holding room at the U.S.
District Court waiting for my turn to testify in a trial regarding a physician,
Dewey MacKay of Brigham City, Utah.
My part is a tiny speck of information in
the trial, and in most ways has nothing to
do with the real issues at hand. Nevertheless, here I am, playing the waiting
game.
A little background: For users of the
MegaWest Appointment Scheduling Software, you may be familiar with a concept
known as “re-synchronizing”. Basically,
there are three components to the data
base structure of scheduling. One file is
a list of individual appointments, a second is an index of how the appointments
are related on a given date for a specific
provider, and a third contains the template or time information.
Back in the 1980s, we thought it would
be a great idea to allow doctors to easily
change their time templates. If the appointments were 15 minutes apart and
the doctor wanted to change to 20 minute slots, then why not? The only issue
was how to deal with appointments already scheduled in the future. Thus, the
idea of resynchronization was born. Initially, this was an intensive process . It
took quite a bit of computer time, and
staff would be instructed to stay out of
the scheduling software while it was performed.
As the years rolled by and larger clients

started using MegaWest, this approach
was not viable. This led to the concept of
dynamic resynchronization. That is, if
someone brought up a schedule and the
time slots did not “jive” with what was
listed on the template, then that day would
be resynchronized within a few seconds.
There was, however, a little gotcha which
would bite people from time to time. If
there was no template defined for a given
date, then the timeslots would all default
to the first appointment time of the day,
usually 7 or 8 am. This problem would
typically occur when we were creating new
logons and trying to share data files between the logon accounts.
With this as background, here are the
events that happened in March 2007. We
were involved in creating a new logon account for the business where Dr. Mackay
used to work. We shared two of the three
files, but never copied the time templates
into the new logon account. If a staff
member tried to look up an appointment
for Dr. MacKay in the new logon, in the
absence of the template all of his appointments were set to 7 am. Boom!
So there I was, in court, under oath, trying
to give a succinct explanation of the computer error which accounted for Dr. MacKay’s appointments all being listed as 7
am. (The underlying problem was that he
was seeing between 80 to over 100 patients a day.) Fortunately, the billing side
supported that, for the people who were
scheduled, there was a matching charge.
(continued—page 2)
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Software on Trial (continued)
This has made me take a long and serious look at decisions made over the years about software design. The
idea of permitting a doctor to easily change a template
was good, but the implementation approach was definitely flawed — on several fronts.
Never in a million years did I think, back in the 80s, that I
would have to explain to a federal judge why the
MegaWest appointment scheduler could create a computer error and lose original appointment times. (If you
are still using MegaWest, this becomes another reason to
encourage you to make the transition to Red Planet.)

knew that a federal prosecutor would be asking “why”
four years later.
 If you have multiple logon accounts, question us
very carefully about sharing files. Even in the Red
Planet world, there are complexities when you share
files. The audit trail is not shared between logons and
you may be misled when trying to answer a question.
 Keep a journal. Doesn’t matter if it is computerized
or not, but making notes about major events can be
helpful when trying to figure out what happened in the
past.

Here are the lessons I learned.
 Have backups. At a minimum, keep one backup for
each year end. This becomes quite difficult (and burdensome) when there are changes in technology and you
make system upgrades. If you backed up on DAT tapes
or 1/4 inch tapes, do you still have access to a device
that can read them? In the case of this trial, the tapes
were available, but there was no longer easy access to a
machine to read them. If we could have read the old
backup tapes, the original appointment times could have
been shown.
 Have audit trails. MegaWest has a few, but Red
Planet is really robust. And, with Red Planet, the story
can be reconstructed as to why the data got to where it
currently is. Conversely, with software tools, data can be
rebuilt to a prior point in time.
 When a major disruption is noted—as in old appointment times resynchronized to 7am—don’t ignore it. Take
the appropriate actions to restore data from the previous
night’s backup. In this case it seemed minor, but who

Timely Access
One requirement of Meaningful Use is providing the patient
the capability of electronically accessing either a summary of
their medical chart or the last visit. The content of either is at
the discretion of the medical staff and is handled by Red
Planet. On connecting over the Internet to a workstation that
has very, very limited
access to your
server, the screen
on the right appears:
If all the information
matches, then the
data is presented.

 Make sure staff feel personally accountable for the
data. It is important that every field of data be filled
accurately and that people understand why.
 Beware of using software where there is no way of
knowing how you got from point A to B. This includes
your critical accounting functions such as payroll, general ledger and accounts payable. Red Planet has the
audit trails to assist in answering these questions.
Does yours?
 Be prepared for the unknown. Will the partners in
a business have a harsh break-up down the road? Will
someone in the business be accused of embezzlement? Will an attorney be requesting subpoenas for
your data—in human-readable form? Will a patient be
wanting to know who has had access to their data for
the past 10 years?

Good software will not prevent problems, but when difficult times come, at least you won’t be wasting your
time on data-related questions.

